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ABSTRACT

In recent history the use of chromatic segmentation has
come very much into vogue for mouth tracking. Our re-
cent work has endeavored to show under what conditions
and representations chromatic segmentation works. Results
are presented showing for some members of the popula-
tion chromatic segmentation does not work satisfactorily ir-
respective of recording conditions. A suitability metric is
proposed that can give a quantitative measure on how well
chromatic mouth tracking will work for a given subject.

1. INTRODUCTION.

The effective automatic location and tracking of a person’s
mouth is a problem that has proven very difficult in the field
of computer vision. The termmouth trackingis used to in-
cludelip tracking as, the lips are a component of the mouth
which contains other vital cues describing the mouth (ie.
tongue, teeth, oral cavity). The lips however, act as an in-
valuable feature for tracking the mouth as in many cases the
labial area gives a very good line of demarcation between
the mouth and the face background. The outer labial con-
tour of the mouth has very poor grayscale distinction when
compared against its skin background making the segmen-
tation of the mouth a difficult problem [1].

For mouth tracking, complex models that incorporate a
priori knowledge of a mouth’s shape and texture into an
adaptive high dimensional energy minimisation problem,
such as the active shape model implementation of Luet-
tin [4] or the active appearance models used by Matthew [5],
have been used. Such approaches have a number of prob-
lems with them, as they can be computationally expensive,
have problems with convergence, require large amounts of
pre-tracked data and offer no guarantees that the complex
models are statistically stationary across a wide population.

Chromatic features have been shown useful for segment-
ing a person’s mouth from that person’s primarily skin back-

ground. Such techniques take advantage of the premise that
mouth pixels, particularly those of the lips, are much red-
der than the paler skin background pixels they coexist in.
These techniques have the advantage of being fast as they
are simply pixel based and don’t require any syntactic in-
formation to restrict the mouth shape during the segmenta-
tion stage. However, using colour as a feature has several
problems. Firstly, the colour representation of a person ob-
tained by a camera is influenced by ambient light and back-
ground. Secondly, different cameras produce significantly
different colour values, even for the same person under the
same lighting conditions [8]. Finally, there is the question of
whether there is enough class distinction between the mouth
and skin pixel chromatic representations to make such a seg-
mentation plausible.

Previous work has shown that such distinction exists in
many cases but the quantitative results for the use of chro-
matic mouth segmentation has been unclear. In many cases,
in house data bases have been used with minimal subject
variance with the results of which, not being readily compa-
rable to pre-tracked data or other published or documented
algorithms. Analysis has been carried out using the large
and widely available audio visual M2VTS database [6] on
the suitability of pixel based chromatic mouth segmentation
across a reasonable number of subjects. Automatic tracking
results for the database already exists [7] and we have also
hand tracked a particularly large portion of the database for
quantitative analysis of the chromatic segmentation proce-
dure. In this paper we propose a metric to give a quantitative
measure on the suitability of pixel based chromatic mouth
segmentation given a subject’s mouth and background dis-
tributions.

We present results in this paper that suggest, even under
excellent lighting conditions, some members of the popula-
tion lack sufficient chromatic class distinction for successful
pixel based chromatic mouth segmentation. These experi-
ments were conducted using the two most common chro-



matic representations for skin and lip segmentation [1, 7, 8]
with both representations being insensitive to luminance.

2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM.

The segmentation stage can be modeled as a two class prob-
lem where a pixelx taken from the mouth ROI can belong
to either class!m or !b for mouth pixels and background
pixels respectively. This can be expressed in terms of a de-
cision rule, using Bayes theorem [3] as
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wherep(xj!) is the conditional density function andP is
the a priori probability. For simplicity Pb

Pm
= 1 for our

initial analysis for each class.

3. CHROMATIC REPRESENTATIONS

Recent work in the field of real time face tracking has used
a normalised chromatic space model to characterize human
faces [8]. Normalised chromatic space can be defined in
Equation 2 based on an image in RGB space. It has been
shown that human skin obeys an approximate normal-like
clustering distribution in normalised chromatic space [8].

r = R
R+G+B

; g = G
R+G+B

(2)

Work has been done by Sanchez [7] using normalised chro-
matic space to segment the mouth with results being pre-
sented using the M2VTS database. The ratio of red to green
intensities (R

G
) [1] have been used as a chromatic feature for

mouth segmentation. This feature has been used on the pre-
tense that they can accurately discern between redder and
paler pixels whilst being relatively independent to fluctu-
ations in luminance. Our work shall concentrate on com-
paring normalised chromatic[r; g] and R

G
space in terms of

stochastic complexity and class distinction.

4. TESTING DATA.

Of the 37 subjects in the M2VTS [6] database 36 were
used with the subject ‘pm’ being excluded because of his
beard. The first 3 shots of the database were used gain am-
ple training data for segmentation analysis. For each subject
and shot in the database the frames 1 to 100 were tracked
at 10 frame intervals. This resulted in over 1000 pre-tracked

frames with approximately 10 pre-tracked frames per sub-
ject per shot. The mouth ROI chosen for segmentation was
based on the subject’s eye separation distancedeye, with
a (3deye)� (4deye) box centred at the mouth centre.

As mentioned previously our human trackers, who were
employed to manually track the mouth and eyes of the
M2VTS subjects, reported much difficulty in labeling the
outer labial contour. This highlights a fundamental prob-
lem associated with mouth tracking as the region between
the skin and mouth can be uncertain. This suggests why
approaches based on edge finding often fail with more suc-
cess being found in segmentation techniques which treats
the mouth much more like a texture. This boundary un-
certainty can be somewhat reduced using post-processing
that place temporal and syntactic restrictions on the resul-
tant shape so as to reduce errors from the segmentation pro-
cess [1].

5. CLASSIFIER DESIGN.

Theoretically a Bayes classifier is optimal [3] as it is the best
classifier which minimizes classification error. However,
it is very difficult to create such a classifier as it requires
the true conditional density functions and true a priori class
probabilities for each possible class. Practically this is in-
feasible as we can only ever get estimates due to sample size
limitations and computational complexity. However, para-
metric classifiers can be used to approximate such density
functions. Normally a chromatic segmentation classifier’s
complexity is limited by the amount of training data avail-
able to it. This limits most classifiers to unimodal topolo-
gies or require the employment of other nonparametric tech-
niques that require less training data. For our analysis we
have used a vast amount of pre-tracked training data al-
lowing one to investigate classifier topologies of increas-
ing complexity. A well known type of classifier, which al-
lows for increased model complexity, is a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM). GMMs have benefits over other parametric
classifiers as they give conditional density estimates which
can be applied directly to a Bayesian framework as found in
Equation 1.

A GMM models the probability distribution of a statisti-
cal variablez as the sum ofQ multivariate Gaussian func-
tions,

p(z) =

QX

i=1

�iN(z;Mi;�i); (3)

whereN(z;M;�) denotes a normal distribution with mean
vectorM , covariance matrix� and� denoting the a pri-
ori probability of classi. The parameters of the model
(�;M;�) can be estimated using the Expectation Maxi-
mization (EM) algorithm [2].



Mixtures Recognition error (%)

Mouth Background R

G
[r;g]

1 1 8.73 8.80
2 1 9.14 9.39
4 1 9.34 9.56
2 1 10.41 11.39
2 2 10.87 11.95

Table 1: Average error rates for different GMM classifier
topologies and chromatic features.

6. SEGMENTATION RESULTS.

Colour constancy1 was a major problem in the mouth seg-
mentation process even though the entire M2VTS database
was recorded under similar lighting conditions for all sub-
jects and shots. GMMs had to be built up for each subject
and shot in the database as poor performance was received
when models were generalised across subjects or shots.

The segmentation experiments were carried out across
the entire pre-tracked database. For each shot of each sub-
ject 7 of the frames were used as training data to create the
GMM mouth and background class density function esti-
mates. The remaining 4 frames were used to test the resul-
tant classifier. A number of GMM topologies were investi-
gated with the results being given in Table 1 for normalised
and R

G
chromatic space. The individual subject error rates

are presented in Figure 1 for the two best error rates in Ta-
ble 1, namely the unimodal topologies for normalised andR

G

chromatic space. The error rates were obtained by calcu-
lating the ratio of pixels, excluding pixels lying in the in-
ner mouth cavity, not lying in their appropriate pre-tracked
mouth/background areas.

(a) (b)
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Figure 3: Sample segmented images taken from M2VTS
database for shot 1. Columns (a) and (b) represent some
well and poor segmented images respectively.

1Colour constancy refers to the ability to identify a surface as having
the same color under considerably different viewing conditions [8].

6.1. Calculating a suitability metric.

Given a subject’s lip and background chromatic conditional
density functions a quantitative measure is required to state
whether such a segmentation is plausible without having to
test the models against physical data. From the results in
Table 1 one can see that the mouth and background dis-
tributions for both normalised andR

G
chromatic space are

approximately unimodal with further stochastic complexity
only degrading performance.

The Bhattacharyya distance� is a convenient measure of
the separability of two normal distributions [3] and gives an
approximation of the upper bound of the Baye’s error" �
between two unimodal distributions,

"� =
p
P1P2 exp

�� (4)

whereP1 andP2 are the a priori probabilities of the two
classes which can be assumed to be equal for our purposes.
The Bhattacharyya distance� can be decomposed into the
summation of two terms.

� = �M + ��

�M = 1

8
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(5)

whereM1 andM2 are the means of the two classes and�1

and�2 are the covariance matrices of the two classes.
If we inspect the Bhattacharyya distances in Figure 2 we

can see a definite correlation between"� and the practi-
cal error rates received in Figure 1. A threshold was de-
duced empirically to be� = 0:6 approximately correlated
to the 10% error threshold received in our practical re-
sults. If the Bhattacharyya distance� between the mouth
and background classes lies above this threshold then it can
be assumed their is sufficient class distinction to segment
the mouth effectively. TheR

G
chromatic representation was

used for calculating the suitability metric as the representa-
tion received similar performance to normalised chromatic
space and was of a lower dimensionality making calculation
easier.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.

It should be noted that object detection based purely on a
chromatic signature is error prone at the best of times. What
we are trying to establish in this paper is a suitability metric
to act as a guide for when such a simplistic segmentation is
possible. Due to there often being no definite boundary be-
tween the mouth and background the error results received
in Figure 1 have to be analysed with some trepidation. Em-
pirically, we found that an error rate above 10% results in
a segmented image with minimal mouth shape information,
examples of which can be seen in Figure 3. This poor class
distinction can be attributed to a number of causes,
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Figure 1: Segmentation error rates across the 36 subjects of the M2VTS database.
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Figure 2: Upper Bayes limit across the 36 subjects of the M2VTS database.

� minimal lip area being displayed by subject or during
certain mouth configurations (ie. very open mouth or
pressed lips),

� low class distinction between classes with the mouth
shape being corrupted by erroneous pixels (ie. shad-
ows from mouth and nose).

These problems cannot be readily resolved within a sim-
ple pixel based segmenting procedure. Extra information
must be brought to the problem. This is where our distinc-
tion between lip and mouth tracking is important as certain
mouth configurations and subjects require other visual cues
(ie. teeth and oral cavity) than the labial area for successful
mouth tracking. Our suitability metric based on the Bhat-
tacharrya distance between two unimodal distributions can
act as a guide for when such extra cues are required.

In this paper we have shown that there is a marked differ-
ence in class distinction between mouth and skin pixel chro-
matic representations across a number of subjects. We have
also demonstrated that both normalised andR

G
chromatic

representations have approximately equal performance at
the same stochastic complexity, butR

G
chromatic space has

advantages due to its smaller dimensionality. A suitability
metric has been described that can act as a guide for when
chromatic pixel based mouth segmentation may be effec-
tive. Our future work shall try and improve segmentation
when the mouth cannot be segmented based on the labial
area alone.
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